Then he said to them, “These are my words that I spoke to you while I was still with you—that everything written about me in the law of Moses, the prophets, and the psalms must be fulfilled.” Then he opened their minds to understand the scriptures, and he said to them, “Thus it is written, that the Messiah is to suffer and to rise from the dead on the third day” - Lc 24:44-45.

CASA DE HA-MEBASSER
FORGE OF THE MESSENGER OF GOOD NEWS
THE WORD OF GOD

By Valens Agino CMF

I am a messenger of Good News. That’s what I call myself. I dare to call myself as a messenger because I want the world to be filled with good news, news that ensures terrestrial and extraterrestrial life (the life in heaven). It is an identity, an ideal, and a great dream to achieve. I repeat, I am a messenger of Good News.

I live in the house of the Messenger, in the house of ha-mebasser, where I am learning to identify myself with the Master, the True Messenger. Now I come with a lot of passion to present you the house of ha-mebasser. It is a place where a messenger of Good News is formed (the forge). This house has a large hall where you can find every information and formation you need to configure yourself with the Master. We put the name of this first space as hall of conocer (to know). There we can communicate with the messengers of the house and his Master ... READ MORE
MISSIONARY VOLUNTEERING FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
TWO EXPERIENCES FROM THE SOUTH

By SOMI Volunteering Team of S. José del Sur

Missionary Voluntary Service (MV) is an authentic "sign of the times" and shows a lively awareness of the reciprocal unity among human beings. In order to fulfill its prophetic role, the action of missionary voluntary service must remain faithful to some typical essential features: the search for an authentic promotion of persons and of the common good, which goes beyond assistance; and the style of genuine gratuity, which ...

READ MORE

WYD + CF LISBON 2023

16 MESES

Interview with João Luís A. Escaleira CMF by José Enrique García Rizzo CMF

Sixteen months remain before the start of World Youth Day in Lisbon. The Preparation Commission is still working on all the preparations. To know how things are progressing we interviewed Fr. João Luís Escaleira, coordinator of the event and Prefect of YVM of the Province of Fatima.

- Is there already an official date for the WYD in Claretian Family?

Yes, last February we were able to know the official date of the WYD in Lisbon, so we ...

READ MORE

LETTER TO A YOUNG PERSON IN SEARCH OF HIS/HER VOCATION

Vocational letter of April 2022 by Natividad Mikué Mbá Obono MMI

This is for you, yes! for you who are seeking, dreaming, looking to the future as a challenging goal and plan to build it by putting the best of yourself into play. I leave you these lines and I hope they can be of help to you. Regarding your concern about your ability to leave everything for the ALL, which is Jesus, He Himself will help you to better understand what you should do. Of course, you will not find it in any recipe book, ...

READ MORE